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Annual Giving
Campaign

The Annual Giving Campaign is timed
so beautifully with the changing of the
season. The relaxed vibe of summer
shifts to a crispness in the air and a
focus more inward, on school work, on
our community and campus, and toward one another.
This time last year, we had just come back together as a community to support
each other through the fires… and we came back strong! Not only did we meet
our Annual Giving Campaign goal, but we raised extra funds for our emergency
tuition assistance fund, helping families who lost homes, businesses and more,
to keep their children at Summerfield.
Now, with some reassuring rain to usher us in to fall, a new
opportunity is upon us. I find myself looking forward to the
Annual Giving Campaign in anticipation of all the possibility that
comes with it. The chance to deepen our connections, to feel like we
are a part of something greater than ourselves as we collaborate to
reach our fundraising goal.
The Annual Giving Campaign raises money that is absolutely
critical to the functioning of this school. Tuition does not cover
all of the expenses to keep our school running. AGC bridges this
planned 10% gap, while also giving you an opportunity to make
a tax deductible donation as part of your commitment to your
child(ren)’s education.
We ask that each family gives the equivalent of one month’s tuition per student,
knowing that there is a range of capacity for all of us. This year, we ask you to
stretch yourself, to dig deep. Each contribution makes a tremendous impact.
We all give in the ways that we can—volunteering at festivals, cleaning the
classrooms, attending parent evenings—and it’s all part of what we do for our
children. AGC is another way we demonstrate our commitment. When you make
your gift this year, take time to reflect upon that beautiful moment when you
knew that Summerfield was the right school for your family. It’s our dedication
to this school, and our investment in our children’s education that makes all the
difference.
— Caryn Stone, Development Coordinator
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Important Dates:
Sprites Night
Saturday, October 27, 5-7pm
parent ed plant dyeing workshop

The Soul of Color
Saturday, November 3

Dine and Discover: Music
Wednesday, November 7

Grandparents Day
Friday, November 16

HS Open House
Saturday, December 1

Winter Faire
Saturday, December 8
Our Annual Giving Class Representatives:
Thank you to our dedicated AGC Chair, Jennifer
McKenzie, and our wonderful AGC reps in each
class: Kerrie Trabert, Rachel Behar (Rosebud),
Tonya Stoddard (WRK), Jennifer McCracken
(RRK), Kate MacKillop (YRK), Megan Medland
(1st), Scotty Brown (2nd), Lisa Olauson (2nd),
Lisa Olauson (3rd and 7th), Elena Bass (4th), Jen
Durham (5th), Erika Stuart (6th), Ray Hsu (8th),
George Martinelli (9th), Michael Yeary (10th),
Kevin Williams (11th) & Jennifer McKenzie (12th).

TICKETS AVAILABLE NOW IN THE MAIN OFFICE

Sprites Night is Summerfield’s
annual alternative to the
commercialism and ‘sugary focus’
of Halloween. Kindergarten and
first, third and fifth grades will present scenes along
the beautifully lit Pumpkin Path, and warm food &
drinks are served as a fundraiser for the eighth grade.
Enjoy a visit with family and friends around the
bonfire. (Yes, we will be having a bonfire this year if
the weather allows!)

Grandparents’ &
Special Friends’ Day
early childhood through high school
friday, november 16 — 8:15am-12:30pm
Every year we invite grandparents and special
friends of our community to our school to offer
our gratitude and give them a glimpse into the
wonderful world of Summerfield. We look forward
to sharing with them about what makes our school
so unique through classroom visits and a grade 2-12
assembly. Please visit the Parent Portal to make sure
contact information for your invitees is correct, and
let us know if there’s a special friend you’d like to
have receive an invitation.
Please note, this event is for grandparents or special
friends only.
~ Caryn Stone, Sarah MacPhail & Hayden Terstegge,
the Development Office

Tickets are available in the main office for the
Pumpkin Path Tours—tours fill up quickly so
get them soon! Tickets are free to students and
parents, and $7 each for extended family members
(grandparents, etc.). Families from outside SWSF
can purchase tickets—also $7 per person—starting
Monday, October 22th, a week prior to the event. This
year, we have simplified the event a bit by having
less scenes and the “journey” on the pumpkin path
should now take around 20 minutes. The groups
leave every 5 minutes: your tickets will be for a
specific tour so please be on time! The first tour
starts at 5:00pm and the last leaves at 7:00pm. The
meal, prepared by our eighth graders, will be served
from 4:30pm on.
We encourage everyone to dress
up in costume and children
to bring a little bag for a few
treasures and treats, but please,
no scary, overly commercial,
or otherwise inappropriate
costumes. We look forward to
catching you in our web for this
enchanting school event!
~ Andrea Jolicoeur, Lower School Secretary

Eighth Grade Market Resumes!
The Eighth Grade’s famous Gr8 Market at the bottom of the Sophia Hall stairs resumes
this week, and runs every Thursday until Thanksgiving from 12:35-1:30pm. Come and see
what treats are in store for you and support the eighth grade for their end-of-year trip!
Weekly offerings will vary, but to kick things off the eighth graders will have baked goods,
crepes and more for your delectation. Thank you for your support!
—Kerry Lynn Yeary, Eighth Grade Class Market Coordinator
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Sprites Night:
Saturday, Oct 27

openings available in our infant/expectant parent class

Summerfield’s Roots and Shoots Program
what is this class and why might you want to start so early with your child’s waldorf education?
By Donna Stusser and Kate Hammond, Early Childhood Teachers
explore inspirations of Waldorf
Education such as how important
it is to encourage the development
of the senses through a protective,
loving environment.

The Roots and Shoots Infant Class
is a unique blending of focused,
interactive play with the babies
through song and simple touching
games and an observation time
when our attention is given to
noticing how the babies move and
interact freely on their own. There is
time to discuss relevant topics with
an experienced, trained Waldorf
teacher.
The environment is a key ingredient
in our infant class. We create a
calm, quiet atmosphere, singing
lullabies and playing harp music.
The classroom is spacious and
decorated with soft colors. There are
toys made of natural materials that
inspire the imagination. We provide
a safe environment that invites the
babies to explore and move freely.
It is a window of time to be present
with your child and share with
other parents. This may be the first
time your baby has been so close to
another baby. They are generally
delighted by each other’s presence.

Along with R.I.E ideas we also

— Sarah Cicero, Sixth Grade Summerfield parent

This Fall’s Infant and Older
Baby Classes are taught by Kate
Hammond, an experienced early
childhood educator. Her instinctive
respect for the very young, and a
reverence towards this stage of life
was enhanced through both her
work in Waldorf early childhood and
with infants and toddlers in a RIE
inspired center in New Zealand.
Older Baby Class is Mondays from
12:30-2:00 for locomotive babies 8
months or older
Infant Class is for newborn up to 7
months
Pregnant mothers very welcome!

photos by miguel salmerón

Observing your baby. This may
sound easy but in reality it is very
difficult. To quote Magda Gerber,
founder of R.I.E. (Resources for
Infant Educarers): “Very few
have learned the art of observing;
most people do not appreciate the
concentrated work involved. It
means seeing not only what the baby
does but also figuring out what she is
learning in the process and whether
or not adults should help. If you
learn to observe and understand the
personality of your child, the quality
of your interactions will improve.”

“ I remember the infant class as a sanctuary of
belonging during the tender time of new motherhood.
I found such a great sense of meaning and purpose
guided by the teacher and the other parents. We learned
about the incredible world of early infancy though
Waldorf principals and ideas in a new and grounding
way, and this continues to inform and shape my
parenting to this day. There were many times when that
class was a place for me to trust another while I was
not able to trust in myself. Our infant class was so much
more than just a class, we bonded together and many
of us remain friends twelve years later. That kind of
kinship could only be fostered by a loving, firm, clearly
directed program at Summerfiled. It’s a rare find in
this busy world, and I still recommend it to every new
mother I see.”

This class guarantees you will feel
more relaxed when you leave than
when you came. The next best thing
to a spa day! You will feel closer to
your baby, more ready to receive
your newborn and having made
some new friends. Please spread the
word to your expecting friends and
family. Please consider giving this
gift as a Baby Shower present.

Tuesdays from 1:15-2:45pm:
•
October 16,
•
October 30,
•
November 13,
•
November 27,
•
December 11.
Please call Kate for more
information at 575-7194 ext 133, or
Tracy at 575-7194 ext 102.
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Golden October Highlights From the Farmyard
or… how our third grade farming curriculum helps students embody the nine-year-change
By Farmer Dan
Growing up as a child, our family home was a huge old cabin built
by a Norweigan carpenter with an enormous fieldstone fireplace
whose smooth fieldstones warmed the entire house long after the
fire died, and it was perched on a point of land known as “breezy
point”, overlooking Little Detroit Lake in a rural corner of north
western Minnesota. Come October, the whitecaps blew across
the lake, as we lived on the north shore and on a thirty degree
October morning before school that wind would steal the breath
away from a small child standing on a rickety dock in his flannel
pajamas and carry it across the lake faster than the honking geese
wandering their way south across a frosty autumn sky. The same
wind reddening and pressing on the cheeks also moved the water
in delicate patterns depending on the velocity of the gusts and that
image of wind moving water always stuck with me.
Some people, some children, can incline more towards being
body learners than mind learners so it is strategically valuable
to include the body as a tool that is as equally important as the
mind in the learning process. On the farm and in the art studios,
the hand schools the mind as much as the mind schools the hand,
depending on the activity as well as the student. Rudolf Steiner
believed strongly that a key tenet of Waldorf education was that we
learn through engaging the head, the heart, and the hands. Like
wind that moves on the water, there are impulses and movements
that are born, stirred up and released in curious ways that are
carried to the classroom work from the farmyard akin, perhaps,
to something that is mysteriously being formed by knitting in
handwork classes that manifests, or comes later.
As our 7- to 9-yearolds approach
what the Waldorf
curriculum calls
the “Nine Year
Change” their inner
questions to their
teacher are: “Can
your really see who
apple by toby cauntay, third grade
I am?” and, “Can
you help me encounter the world?” These basic questions are
answered in and through the lessons which aim not only to teach
about experiencing the world but also to let the children actually
experience the world.
Here is a description of what is happening developmentally for
children in their ninth year:
“While the period between 7 and 9 is still characterized by strong
forces of imitation and situational memory, from 9 onwards the
children increasingly stand back and question given authorities as
they become increasingly conscious of a stronger division between
themselves and the grown-ups. Unconsciously at first, they begin to
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question the teacher’s authority
which up until this point they
have accepted somewhat
unquestioningly as being
almost like a law of nature.
They now want to know
whether what the teacher says
really is securely based on a
wide-ranging experience of the
world and of life. On the whole
this question remains at the
sub-conscious level and is not
often articulated verbally. The
children now want to admire
a person whom formally they
loved in a childlike way, but
fall colors chalkboard by
now they want to know that
third grade teacher kibby mackinnon
their admiration is justified.
The children need to be accompanied and supported in the right
way as they step out of the golden background of childhood into
the colorful reality of a world differentiated by a newly emerging
perspective. However, confronting them with the world as it really
is does not mean that they must immediately be presented with cold
or sobering scientific facts entirely detached from human life. As the
‘loss of paradise’ is increasingly felt, each individual child needs to
be shown how she or he is a unique center relating outwards to the
environment.”
excerpted from chapter on the ninth year in “the educational tasks and content of
the steiner waldorf curriculum”, edited by martyn rawson and tobias richter

Farming and gardening provides a degree of stability during this
crucial time of physical and psychological change. Meaningful work
strengthens the limbs. Psychological qualities such as reverence,
gratitude, endurance, and wonder are awakened. The schooling of
the senses has positive consequnces for the development of more
subtle experiential capacities and also of the capacity to think clearly
while simultaneously laying the foundation for a practical sense of
responsibility. An added benefit is of course the harmony and peace
found through nature that can lead to a “healthy tiredness” and
consequently a healthier sleep life.
Sometimes now as October settles on the farmyard, the golden
sun that purred along all summer turns a little brassy, just as
the golden delicious apples, too, transform from sunny yellow to
their hue of October gold. A miniature tribe of third grade apple
pickers recently accompanied me and their teacher and a hearty
crew of class three parents through an orchard of some 600 trees,
mostly Gravenstein, Rome, and Golden Delicious. Jumping up
as high as they could reach, and scampering up onto the stronger
lower branches and perched on ladders the students managed to
load up some twenty extra large bushels of freshly picked apples
in less than two hours. Once loaded into the farm truck, it wasn’t
long before several bushels were transformed into the twenty
gallons of icy, sweet juice that many of us enjoyed after the recent

Michaelmas festival. It took a lot of cranking, but
not cranky, third and seventh grade students,
plus the dependable help of our hundred-yearold apple press to accomplish such a worthwhile
service to our beloved Summerfield community.
In addition, if you happened to feel the earth
moving earlier on Friday afternoon the day of the
Michaelmas festival, it was not an earthquake
but rather 27 third graders shaking whipping
cream into fresh, golden globs of butter. Pint
by pint, ice-cold whipping cream went into the
tightly sealed jars and the challenge began. The
children shook until their cheeks turned rosy
red and their arms ached and reached the point when they did
not think anything would happen and then, presto, magically the
thick, goopy whipped cream turned into a rich yellow clump of
butter swimming in a pool of fragrant buttermilk. The jar was then
emptied into a strainer and the buttermilk was saved for a sweet
drink treat and the butter collected in a stainless steel pan where
it was enlivened with a dash of salt and re-cooled to serve with
fresh organic breads generously donated by the Freestone Bakery.
And, after a cup or two of fresh buttermilk, the students exited to
prepare for their role in the pageant, happy and very satisfied with
their noble efforts to contribute to our annual school festival.

Finally, this lovely, cool October morning, dark
and early at 6:30am, the animals awakened to
a commotion in the farm kitchen as a class of
yawning young boys and girls and a handful of
ever-helpful Moms arrived with freshly made
muffins, steaming coffee, oatmeal, chicken
sausage and assorted goodies for our annual
opportunity for the children to try their hands
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Then come Monday morning, it was a lively and challenging
return to the harvest. For a week, several hundred butternut
squash that the seventh graders had cut off and stood up in their
field, had been beckoning to the farmers to come into the root
cellar before more early rains softened them to the point of no
return. Once again the third graders sprung into action, forming
two human chains from the huge storage bins on palettes on the
ends of the squash field out into the field. Beginning at opposite
ends of the field, these two human chains picked up and passed
the squash, one by one, from student to student and on into the
storage boxes. The lines swept back and forth, back and forth,
with a bit of competitive energy following their orders to leave no
squash behind, until after a vigorous hour and a half there was a
triumphant meeting in the middle of the field when the last squash
trickled down the tired lines of the harvesters and four huge boxes,
well over two tons, were harvested and ready for Thanksgiving
tables. After a brief rest and organic fruit juice
popsicles, believe it or not their was still energy
for walnut tree climbing and chasing games in the
farmyard before being dismissed for fresh soup
awaiting in the classroom made by a few students
and generous, helpful parent helpers.

at milking the cow. While parents heated up
breakfast, two by two the children entered the
milking parlor where a very patient Farmer Dana
graciously schooled them in the fine, delicate,
yet strong, art of cow milking. The most popular
question was, “Does it hurt her?” but the students
were reassured that it actually takes the pressure
off her full milk sack. Our very patient mama cow,
Miss May, very kindly let many little hands pull
and squeeze until each child was able to get at
least a few streams of warm, fresh milk into the
pail. Remembering to pinch a little at the top of
the teet so the milk was not squeezed back up into
the udder, and then squeeze at the same time with
a downward stroke allowed for that satisfying sound of the milk
splashing into the pail if their aim was true, and not a squirt onto
their shoes. Drinking milk will never be quite the same again for
these children, and even the Moms and the class teacher took their
turns at this ancient art so all was well before the schoolday had
even officially begun.
The natural world of the farmyard never ceases to amaze me
with the magic and wonder it brings to the children. One little
dark haired four-year-old wanted so badly to peel off from her
group this morning to hold and pet a rabbit, so with her teacher’s
permission we sat together for a few minutes while she marveled
at the rabbit’s calm and peaceful demeanor. Children need these
soft little creatures with the sounds of the sheep and goats and
calves and chickens in the background, and with the ducks floating
calmly in their freshly scrubbed pond, to find grounding and a
sense of deep inner peace for a few special quiet moments in their
busy little lives. We didn’t need to talk or explain anything, she just
took everything in smoothly, running a comb through the rabbits
fur, stroking her ears gently, and then offering her new bunny
friend a sincere and spontaneous little kiss before running off to
tea at the picnic tables with her friends, replenished with a little
more joy and happiness for her sweet little life…
In closing, this experience reminded me of the poet Mary Oliver’s
comment about “Ms Violet in her purple gown sitting in the
mossy weeds and waiting to be noticed”, a Ms. Violet who “loves
dampness, who loves attention, and who loves especially to be
picked by careful fingers, young fingers, entranced
by the world.” She notes that “We, the older
ones, call this spring, and we have been through
it many times”… “But there is still nothing like
the children bringing home such happiness in
their small hands.” Children often have such an
uncanny way of reinforcing and highlighting the
beauty of the world when given the chance. Our
gift to them can be to give them that chance as
often as possible.
Once again, simply a few golden moments to
share from our October farmyard.
Warmly,
Farmer Dan
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from the farming faculty…

The Wonders of
Winter Squash
Winter squash is a miracle food. As
a member of the Curcurbita Family,
these gems are harvested on our
farm by the third and sixth grade
students. Most varieties can be
stored well throughout the winter without refrigeration. The flesh is sweet
and nutty, full of fiber, vitamins, and minerals. Once baked, it becomes
an ingredient for a variety of meals, each squash type lending itself to a
different recipe.
Right now, the farm stand is overflowing with Delicata Squash, which
are small, oblong shaped squash that look like a yellow and green striped
zebra. These have thinner skins and do not store as well as all the others,
but have an extra sweet and delicate flavor. Being small in size, they bake
up quickly or can be sliced into circles and steamed. Some of my favorite
ways to prepare it is to slice, steam and then fry it in butter with fresh
sage. If baked, scoop it out of the skin and mash with steamed potatoes
and butter, salt and a little cream. It can also be sauted with other
vegetables with its skin left on. Use as you would in any pumpkin recipes;
pies, muffins or bread.
Stop by the farm stand, bring a strong bag or basket and take home some
of these fine Delicatas. And then look out for the other varieties that are
soon to follow: Butternut and Buttercup. With their dryer flesh you can
make squash enchiladas, squash soup, squash curry, and more!
On another note, it has been said that yellow foods help us to deal with
melancholy, which can follow the darkening and shortening of days.
Foods like millet, quinoa and squash can help to brighten our mood and
give us inner warmth. Don’t let the squash season pass you by. Make it
your favorite. It certainly is mine!daughter.
~ Ronni Sands, HS Permaculture Teacher

your family shops,
our school earns dollars!

Oliver’s Community
Card
There are
four Oliver’s
Markets in
the greater
Summerfield
area for all of
your grocery needs.
Simply sign up for a Community
Card in either the Development
Office at school or at one of the
Oliver’s stores. At checkout, your
card will be swiped and 3% of your
purchase total will be given back
to Summerfield. It’s that easy!
Contact Sarah MacPhail
for more details: sarahm@
summerfieldwaldorf.org

Benefit Mobile
This is another fantastic way to
raise funds for Summerfield while
you shop using your phone.
Simply download the Benefit
Mobile app from benefit-mobile.
com to your phone, select SWSF
as your beneficiary, link to your
bank or credit card, and you are
all set to purchase gift cards to
spend at your favorite retailers.
A percentage will go directly to
SWSF!
Questions? Ask Sarah at sarahm@
summerfieldwaldorf.org.

COMING SOON…

Parent Directory

WALDORF SCHOOL AND

FARM

The printed Summerfield Family Directory for 2018-19 is being put together soon,
and we need all parents to check that their information is correct.
Please login into the Parent Portal (portals.veracross.com/swsf/parent).
If you have forgotten your password, click on Forgot Password from the login page.

summerfield farm by kai

hensley

2017–2018

directory
655 Willowside Road, Santa
Rosa, CA 95401
(707) 575-7194 • www.summer
fieldwaldorf.org

1) After logging into the Parent Portal, click Directory Preferences.
2) Confirm that your Household and Personal Info is accurate, and that Directory settings are to your preference.
3) If you need to edit your Household or Personal info, click on Update Household Info.
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The 2019 Summerfield Arts Wall Calendar!
By Adam MacKinnon, Editor
Once again we are publishing the school’s
fine-arts wall calendar. This year is
particularly special as we celebrate
Waldorf100, the centenary of Waldorf
education.
The 15-month calendar covers January
2019–March 2020, and every grade
from kindergarten through twelfth
is represented by a featured monthly
image, with additional artwork from
many Summerfield students highlighted
through insets in the monthly grids
and capsule pictures that illustrate
introductory pages outlining the Waldorf
art curriculum.
The artwork is all by students and comes
from the 2017-18 school year. Teachers
shortlisted recommended paintings and
drawings from their classes, which were
photographed and returned in time
to go home in student portfolios. The
quality of art in the school is so high that
unfortunately many fine
works were not able to be
included. It was a hard
task to narrow down the
choices, but we feel the
final selection truly honors
the outstanding creativity
of our students of all ages.

a fundraiser for the school—with
$2 off for pre-orders received by
October 31 and, for orders of 10
or more they’re just $15 each.
Here is an excerpt from the
introduction to the Calendar:
Waldorf schools emphasize the
importance of teaching in an
artistic way, not so much to
educate children to become fine artists or musicians,
but to feed the imagination, to deepen empathy, and to develop freedom in thinking.
The practice of art awakens our intelligence to the full experience of being human…
Through the arts, students discover how their hands can produce what their minds
can imagine and their heart can intuit as Good, Beautiful and True. When they apply
these same principles to their science and humanities studies, their schoolwork has real
meaning, feels connected and whole, and helps them to actualize their ideals in society as
they go out in the world.
These goals of Waldorf education can shine through all the work of the students, and it is
this that inspires us to share the harvest of their art as a gift to others…
the calendar is in full color, printed on 30% post-consumer waste recycled paper. the size is 12”x9”

(opens to 12”x18”) for january 2019-march 2020, with each month having a traditional month grid.

The calendar goes to print
shortly and we expect
to have copies for sale
by mid-November. The
calendar, selling at $18, is

WWW.SUMMERFIELDWS.ORG/2019WALLCALENDAR
ON SALE FROM MID-NOVEMBER FOR $18 EACH
WITH A BULK DISCOUNT AVAILABLE OF $15 PER CALENDAR FOR ORDERS OF 10 OR MORE

ORDER ONLINE BY OCTOBER 31 FOR A PRE-ORDER PRICE OF $16
THE CALENDAR GOES TO PRINT SOON... PLEASE PRE-ORDER ONLINE TO HELP US GAUGE DEMAND!
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WORKS
plant dyeing parent education craft workshop

The Soul of Color
PLANT DYEING
WORKSHOP

We happen to live in a time of natural dye revival. Dyes and techniques that were almost

lost have been reintroduced to Artisan Dyers. The history of these dyes, often a local plant
and/or technique, gave a region its notoriety, its livelihood and sense of identity.

Together we will prepare and gather around 5 dye-pots that can be grown and harvested
locally. Summerfield Handwork teacher Lisa Wilde will cover preparation, washing,
mordanting, with dried and fresh plant material.

THE SOUL OF C

workshop with handwork teacher lisa wilde
cost: $45 inc. materials. please register in advance (click here) as space is limited.
enquiries: 707.575.7194 or parented@summerfieldwaldorf.org

saturday, november 3
10am to 3:30pm @ farm kitchen

We happen to live in a time of n
Dyes and techniques that were almost lost have
The history of these dyes, often a local plant and or
its livelihood and sense

Together we will prepare and gather around 5 dye-pot
Lisa Wilde will cover preparation, washing, mordant

please bring old clothes and bring water, lunch, a notebook and rubber glovesSATURDAY, NOVEMBER 3RD

10AM
– 3:30PM
THE SOUL
OF COLOR
We happen to live in a @
timeThe
of natural
revival.
Farm dye
Kitchen

Dyes and techniques that were almost lost have been reintroduced to Artisan Dyers.
***Please wear old clothes and bring
The history of these dyes, often a local plant water,
and orlunch,
technique,
gave
a region
its notoriety,
a notebook
and
rubber gloves.
its livelihood and sense of identity.
Workshops are $45/each including materials.

Together we will prepare and gather around 5 dye-pots that can be grown and harvested locally.
Please register in SWSF Main Office as space is limited.
Lisa Wilde will cover preparation, washing, mordanting, with dried and fresh plant material.
Inquiries: (707) 575-7194 or parented@summerfieldwaldorf.org

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 3RD
10AM – 3:30PM
@ The Farm Kitchen
***Please wear old clothes and bring
water, lunch, a notebook and rubber gloves.
Workshops are $45/each including materials.
Please register in SWSF Main Office as space is limited.
Inquiries: (707) 575-7194 or parented@summerfieldwaldorf.org

The Messenger Marketplace
Summerfield Waldorf School and Farm is not affiliated with, and does not endorse, any of the individual initiatives or services advertised in this classified section.
Advertisements are screened for appropriateness and made available to community members to use at their own discretion

Community Events

Inclusive Social Ballroom Dance for Middle Schoolers

Sebastopol Fall Family Dance Series

Wanting your middle schooler to learn social dance in an inclusive
environment? Kenna Lee, a SunRidge mother, is organizing a teacher
for kids who prefer to learn ballroom dance without strict gender roles
(pantyhose purely optional). You can choose whether you are a leader or
follower each class. Contact Kenna at kenna@milliontinythings.com or
707-235-7576 if you want to be on the email list for dates and times.

Fourth Saturdays 5-6:30 pm at Wischemann Hall. Live music, easy, fun
community dances for all ages. Door prizes and snacks. $5/person; $10/
family. 10/27 (costumes optional), 11/24. Free entry to the contra dance
after- 7:30-10:30. More info www.nbcds.org.
The Christian Community

Classes/Workshops/Camps

Fri., Oct. 12: Children’s event, “Michaelmas: Nobility of Soul”, from 3:30
pm - 5 pm in 2nd Grade classroom - stories and crafts.

Wild Roots: Monthly Overnight & Wilderness Skills Program

Fri., Oct. 12: 7:30 pm Michaelmas talk: “Michael listens, our conscience
speaks” - with music.
Sat., Oct. 13: 9:15 am children’s story and song (1st - 6th grades), 10 am
children’s service, 10:30 am The Act of Consecration of Man (service is
for adults—childcare available) followed by a potluck lunch afterwards.
All events are in the Eurythmy Barn.
For confirmation classes for children 7th grade and up or for baptisms,
contact Rev. Craig Wiggins at (484) 557-8086 or craig@wiggins.nl. For
further information or to be put on our email list, contact Elinor Biller at
696-4731 or biller@sonic.net. All are welcome.

Connect with nature, learn skills like plant medicine, survival, or
tracking & camp with mentors, Michele Sauceda & Robin Bliss-Wagner.
Ages 10-17, monthly, October-April. Starts Oct 27-28. Join the first
overnight or register for all six.
This immersion is a journey of deep nature connection with a fun,
accepting peer group and dedicated mentors. Follow a curriculum based
on the seasons and what the land inspires. Gain a new sense of freedom
knowing that all your needs are provided for in nature. Explore the land
as our ancestors once did, learning ancient skills.
Contact Robin: 530-613-8616. www.NatureSkills.org.



Michaelmas Talk

The Four Qualities 
Art course with Ken Smith
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This is the first of a sequence of courses that will work with this theme
over the coming year through the mediums of sculpture and drawing.

A key aspect will be the study of Michelangelo's 4 Medici figures—Day, Night, Dawn and Dusk.

“Michael listens, our conscience speaks”
with Rev. Craig Wiggins
and Music by
Robin Elliott Dagg

Explore:



The Four Elements—Earth, Water, Air and Fire
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The Four Temperaments—Melancholic, Phlegmatic, Sanguine and Choleric
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Sanguine and Choleric
Courses developing and deepening this theme are planned for 2019

Course
Fourinformation
Mondays 10am—2pm
For1.more
and to enroll please contact ken@bacwtt.org
October 22. November 5 & 26, December 17

Sponsored by The Christian Community in Santa Rosa
Friday, October 12, 2018 at 7:30 pm
Eurythmy Barn, Summerfield Waldorf School
655 Willowside Rd, Santa Rosa, CA 95401
For information: Elinor Biller at (707) 696-4731

Art Tech Building, Summerfield Waldorf School and Farm
Cost $375 includes materials
Courses developing and deepening this theme are planned for 2019
For more information and to enroll please contact ken@bacwtt.org

Class Offerings at Circle of Hands
6780 McKinley St. #120, the Barlow, • 707-634-6140 •
circleofhandswaldorfshop.com
Evening Doll Making Workshop with Monica
Ashley: Wednesdays in November 7, 14, 28 or December
5, 12. Cost $85. to $125.
6pm to 8:30 pm. Call to register: 707 236 2829
Children’s Tea Party and Crafts: Sat. November 17 or Sat. December 8,
11am-pm. $30 per child includes craft. Call to register 707236-2829
Birthday Party room available to rent at Circle of Hands. Birthday
packages start at $120.
Build a Biodynamic Compost Pile with Ronni Sands
When: Sunday, November 4, 10am-1pm. Location: At a private
home next to Ragle Ranch Park, Sebastopol. Come build and shape a
free-standing compost pile by alternating carbon, nitrogen, manure
and whatever else we can find. After the pile is complete, we will
insert the BD preps into the pile to do their work throughout winter.
Immune enhancing tea and treats will be served. Ronni Sands studied
Biodynamics in Michigan with Alan York and Hilmar Moore and has
been teaching in Waldorf Schools for 33 years. She is the author of
Growing Sustainable Children: A Garden Teacher’s Guide. Cost: $25.
Payment will hold spot. For information and directions contact Jennifer
Monin: jennifermonin@gmail.com.

Services Needed/Offered
LaRose Gardens:
Gardens done with a woman’s touch. I design,
enhance, and maintain gardens of all styles and
shapes. Experienced in residential, commercial,
organic farming, and drip irrigation. Contact Ana at
707-824-4602 or anagardens@aol.com.
Bone Broth made by Farmer Dana
Made to nourish the mind, body and soul,
with grass-fed beef bones sourced from
Sonoma County Meat Company, our bone
broth is incredibly nutritious. Rich in
protein, collagen, and minerals, bone broth
is very alkalinizing and good for your gut
flora. Drink on its own or use as a base for
soups. $8 per quart. Call or text (707) 570-5484 to order.
Singing and Piano Instruction with Mary Beard
I am an experienced teacher, a Summerfield Waldorf founding
parent and original creator of the school’s instrument music
program. My studio is located in Santa Rosa. Please learn more at
marybeardmusicstudio.com. Contact me at marymezzo@sonic.net or
707-546-8782.
Rick Concoff Violins
Quality string instruments for rent or sale at below-market prices
plus rent-to-own & accessories available! Call 707-477-9196 for an
appointment.
Sebastopol Strings Academy
Classes for Kids and Adults: Beginning Violin, Beginning Cello,
Intermediate Cello, Music Theory, Piano, Adult Cello Ensemble.
Maureen Caisse. 707-206-1566. sebastopolstringsacademy.com.
Nourishing Meals for Busy Families:
Custom family meals hand delivered to your home. All meals and kitchen
staples are created using organic local ingredients & immune supporting
herbs to keep the whole family vibrant! For more info on weekly delivery
or catering events, email sarahkate@thekosmickitchen.com.

MacKillop Construction
Complete building & remodeling services
for Sonoma County homeowners.
Specializing in whole house remodels,
kitchen and bath, decks and additions.
Over 30 years experience.
A Summerfield family!
mackillopconstruction.com • (707) 205-7260

SWSF Family Seeking Rental
Jun, new Summerfield High School chemistry and math faculty
member, seeking a one or two bedroom rental/shared space, etc.,
within commuting distance from school. We have a small self-contained
motorhome which can double as a bedroom and auxiliary space. We have
a mild-mannered incoming 9th grader, Haotian. Jun’s husband, Tom will
be volunteering at SWSF and is a retired General Contractor/Handy guy,
willing to help convert or upgrade space into habitable dwelling space.
We have excellent references, non-smoking, no pets other than our turtle
“Bobo”. Thanks. Please contact Tom 916-425-2003 voice/text. Email:
thomckraus@aol.com.
Two bedroom unit for rent in South West Santa Rosa
Recently renovated with wooden floors, granite worktops, and new
appliances. There is private access and yard and a ½ acre field at the
back that can be shared with the owners for animals, gardening and
kids to play. Urban location but with rural aspect. Easy access to 101 for
commute and 15-minute drive to Summerfield. $1900 per month plus
utilities. Please email Ken for more information: ken@bacwtt.org.
Rental Available
Looking for like-minded Waldorf family to rent a 4 bedroom/ 2 bath
house on Gravenstein Hwy South bear Bloomfield Rd. Although
independent from other houses on property, you would be part of a
creative community of midwife, yoga teacher trainer, natural builder,
musician, teacher, chef ... No indoor pets. You can contact Carol at 2350641 or email at carola@sonic.net
Guinea Pig Seeking New Home
My soft and friendly guinea pig is named Floyd. He loves vegetable
scraps and dahlia and bamboo leaves. He’s very easy to take care of, but
now that I have started high school, I’m not around enough to give him
any attention. The holidays are coming up and he’d make a wonderful
pet for your child. I have an indoor cage, outdoor run, food and bedding
that comes with him. $25. Please contact cleokovner@yahoo.com with
any questions. Thank you.

Advertise in the Messenger
Summerfield’s Messenger newsletter is published once a month
during the school year, and has a distribution list of 1,000 people!
If you are interested in advertising in the Messenger, please visit
our website at www.summerfieldws.org/messengeradvertising, or
email messenger@summerfieldwaldorf.org for more information.
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Santa Rosa, CA 95401
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